
THE #ACADEMIC 
EXCELLENCE PROJECT

A Progress Report to our Donors



√ PHASE 1 COMPLETE 2016 
√ PHASE 2 COMPLETE 2017

PHASE 3 IN 2018

CAMPAIGN TARGET: R50M
RAISED TO DATE: R44M
NO OF DONORS: 193

JUST R6M TO GO TO ACHIEVE OUR GOAL



Phase 1

The first phase of #Academic Excellence began in 2016 in the Spencer Chapman 

block. Extensive renovations included the science laboratories, classrooms and 

computer labs. Facilities now boast specialist Life Science and Physical Science labs, 

larger classrooms and the construction of additional preparation rooms.



• Mickey Paterson Classroom

• Brix Breytenbach Classroom

• Ashley Brooker Classroom

• Desmond Tutu Laboratory

• Roger Clark Laboratory

• Ian Morton Laboratory

Phase 1 Named classrooms and laboratories in the Spencer Chapman block 

thanks to generous donors 



The completion of Phase 2 of the #Academic Excellence Project culminated in the

re-opening of The Cawse Library and the Auditorium on Friday 17 November 2017.

Phase 2

A wise man will hear and increase in learning. And a man of understanding will acquire wise counsel – Proverbs 1:5



The re-opening was attended by donors, dignitaries, Council members, 

parents, staff, past staff and friends of College

Phase 2



The Cawse Library – Entrance & Facade

Phase 2



The Cawse Library has been transformed into a world-class

Centre for Reading, Learning and Innovation

Phase 2



The Cawse Library now features three 

seminar rooms, relaxed reading areas and 

computer workstations encouraging 

independent and collaborative learning. 

Phase 2



The Cawse Library now boasts the following

Seminar Rooms thanks to our generous donors 

John Jones Seminar Room

North American OA Branch Seminar Room

Gransden Seminar Room

Phase 2



The former AV Major Lecture Theatre has been transformed into a 

state-of-the-art, 100-seater Auditorium.

Phase 2



The entrance to the Norton block has been extended to form a large entrance hall, and 

named The David Hodgson Exhibition Foyer, which lends itself perfectly as a venue to 

exhibit art and for a variety of entertainment purposes.

Phase 2

Mrs Jeanette Hodgson and family



As part of the official reopening of Phase 2 of the Academic Excellence Project, two electronic Donor 

Boards were installed in the Foyer. The Jubilee 150 Honour Roll of Donors Board and a brand-new 

All Time Donor Board, in formal recognition of the multitude of benefactors since 1855, are scrolling 

electronic boards which suit the modern style of the facility.

Phase 2







Phase 3 takes place in 2018, the complete renovation of the 12 classrooms in the 

Norton Block which extends down to Lower Field. 

The internal passage on all three storeys will be incorporated into the classrooms, thereby increasing the overall teaching space by 40%. 

All classrooms will be technology enabled and furnished with ergonomic and flexible fittings, allowing for multiple furniture configurations.

Phase 3



The Lorraine Mullins Centre for Creative Learning was completed in 2016. 

Located on the previously vacant land below Top Field, in front of the old pottery and art rooms, it 

is designed to facilitate lessons in all subjects, and is a valuable practical teaching space for 

hands-on science practicals and collaborative project based learning tasks. 

Phase 1 at Prep



The naming of this creative academic space in Lorraine’s honour is most fitting. 

A stalwart Old Preppie and someone who has been a part of the school since 1942 - first as a 

schoolboy, then as a stooge, Housemaster and now Archivist - Lorraine Mullins has served Prep 

and its Preppies for decades and continues to be very much a part of the school.

Phase 1 at Prep



The former pottery and art room was converted into a Multi-Purpose Studio for Robotics, 

Manufacturing, Design and Pottery. This re-vamped space is sufficiently versatile as it houses 

pottery lessons and the new Robotics component of Prep’s curriculum. 

It also facilitates Design & Technology lessons and manufacturing workshop.

Phase 2 at Prep



Phase 3 at Prep is scheduled for 2018, the complete renovation of the classrooms will see a 

design adjusted to meet the requirement of two Grade 5 classes from 2018. 

The four Griffin classrooms will remain. The corridor will be incorporated into the 

classrooms to provide storerooms and breakaway spaces. 

Phase 2 at Prep



Architect’s impressions of the renovated classroom block at Prep

Phase 2 at Prep



IT IS THANKS TO YOU, OUR DONORS,

THAT THE #ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE PROJECT

IS POSITIONING COLLEGE AND PREP

AT THE FOREFRONT OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

IN SOUTH AFRICA AND BEYOND

We wish you and your families a blessed Christmas, and 
peace and joy over this festive season.


